Weather Map Challenge

Name ______________________________

Use a weather page to answer each question.

1. What time did the sun rise today? _____ What time will the sun set tonight? _____

2. Which city in the US is expected to have the highest temperature?
   City = _________  Temp = ______

3. Which city in the US is expected to have the coldest temperature?
   City = _________  Temp = ______

4. What symbol is used for high pressure? ______

5. List 4 cities that are close to a high pressure center.

6. What type of weather is associated with a high pressure area?

7. What symbols are used for precipitation?

8. List 4 cities that are close to a low pressure center?

9. What type of weather is associated with a low pressure area?

10. Use the map to write a weather forecast for your area tomorrow.

Using the same weather page, write four more questions and provide the answers.
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